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Objectives Member States
WAKeMeUP project will:
• Setup a complete manufacturing platform for non-volatile embedded Phase

Change Memory - ePCM - disruptive technology built on top of the 28nm FDSOI
logic for the prototyping of innovative microcontrollers in Europe.

• Extend the microcontroller 40nm technology platform with the integration of
flash memory, power management, connectivity and strong security and to build
a solid manufacturing platform.

• Benchmark alternative non-volatile memory solutions with the ePCM and the
‘conventional’ eFlash.

• Develop new devices and systems on the application side in automotive, secure
and general purpose, based on the 40nm and the 28nm FD-SOI microcontroller
technologies.

• Extend the MCUs portfolio in Europe with Low power and High Performance,
integrated RF and strong security versions able to answer next step of disruptive
digital innovation and to sustain the corresponding fast-growing markets –
including "smartX", IoT.

Relevance and Impact

E-Mail: dominique.goubier@st.com

The project will reinforce the leadership in the semi-conductor industry of microcontrollers where Europe is strong and the market is
increasing. The first target of the products development proposed in WAKeMeUP is the automotive market where the growth rate is expected
to be the highest among all the electronic components (IC insights estimation is 4,9% CAGR from 2015-2020). The automotive market is
demanding from a quality perspective, but with good growth opportunities for the semiconductor vendors that are able to provide a high
percentage of the applications functionality.
The MCUs offer will be extended for more pervasion in historical markets and also ready for IoT coming waves of products and innovations.
The economic impact of strengthening the Nano electronics manufacturing capabilities in Europe includes more than the direct effect in skilled
wages. When the demand for Nano electronics increases, the demand for materials, services, labor, machinery and equipment required in
producing silicon devices increases, setting off a ripple effect throughout the European economy. This indirect impact is effective in all other
industries, particularly in the SMEs sector which is playing a key role in delivering services and equipment depending on Nano electronic
devices.
Moreover, the field of applications enabled by the WAKeMeUP project encompasses all aspects of the electronics industry, and the widest
range of applications, from automotive, to secure payments, and all kinds of small objects and appliances.

http://www.wakemeup-ecsel.eu/

Consortium

Technical innovation
The project will face the challenge of the successful integration of the ePCM on
the FDSOI 28nm for the automotive market up to prototyping. This will lead to
very high performance and low power MCUs circuits able to power highly-
advanced automotive components starting with powertrain application,
unleashing the power behind automotive innovations and supporting the
evolution of vehicle electronics going to the autonomous vehicle.


